Unmatched Expertise in Apoptosis

Using its powerful legs, the basilisk lizard generates enough speed to allow this expert escape artist to actually "walk on water." A similar expertise is required when studying the delicate balance between cell death and proliferation. An expertise that Boehringer Mannheim provides.

More ways to quantify apoptosis without radioactivity

With two ELISAs and three in situ kits, Boehringer Mannheim has expanded the array of tools available for specific, reproducible detection of cell death:

- Cell Death Detection ELISA (Fig. 1)
- Cellular DNA Fragmentation ELISA
- Qualitative TUNEL assay kits (Fig. 2).

The most extensive line of products

Boehringer Mannheim offers more kits and reagents for accurate, nonradioactive measurement of proliferation than any other supplier:

- Qualitative flow cytometry or immunohistology kits
- Quantitative ELISAs that measure DNA synthesis or metabolic activity.

Unmatched technical resources to guide your research

We offer the most technical information on cell death and cell proliferation available. We can answer your most challenging apoptosis research questions. Call us today, and see why Boehringer Mannheim is the leading expert in cell death and cell proliferation research.
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